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Non-equilibrium atmospheric pressure plasmas offer a unique source of highly reactive chemistry. The key difference between conventional chemistry and non-equilibrium plasma chemistry is that the plasma chemistry is driven by energetic electrons instead of thermal energy. As a consequence highly reactive chemistry occurs close to ambient temperatures with promising applications in medicine, material synthesis and functionalization, energy and pollution control.

To obtain a detailed knowledge of the reactive chemistry there is a strong need for advanced optical diagnostics. This is particular challenging for non-equilibrium plasmas and the multitude of short lived and reactive species including OH, O, O3, NO ... . Our group performed a large variety of plasma diagnostics including laser induced fluorescence, optical emission spectroscopy, laser scattering, absorption spectroscopy and mass spectrometry to measure plasma properties and reactive species densities. These species are the responsible for all plasma driven applications. Many of these diagnostics and species are relevant in different fields including combustion and reactive flows.

The seminar will highlight some examples recently studied by the speaker and his co-workers on the characterization of non-equilibrium plasmas developed for biomedical applications. Several examples of laser induced fluorescence, absorption spectroscopy and laser scattering diagnostics used to investigate the reactive chemistry of plasmas will be discussed. The outcomes of these studies allow shedding light on the mechanisms of plasma-bio interactions in the framework of disinfection applications and wound healing.
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